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Abstract
A problem of recognizing important properties of propositional calculi is considered, and
complexity bounds for some decidable properties are found. For a given logical system L, a
property P of logical calculi is called decidable over L if there is an algorithm which for any
.nite set Ax of new axiom schemes decides whether the calculus L + Ax has the property P
or not. In Maksimova and Voronkov (Bull. Symbol. Logic 6 (2000) 118) the complexity of
tabularity, pretabularity, and interpolation problems over the intuitionistic logic (Int) and over
modal logic S4 was studied.
In the present paper, positive and positively axiomatizable calculi are investigated. We prove
NP-completeness of tabularity, DP-hardness of pretabularity and PSPACE-completeness of in-
terpolation and projective Beth’s property over the positive fragment Int+ of the intuitionistic
logic. Some complexity bounds for properties of propositional calculi over the intuitionistic or
the minimal logic are found.
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1. Introduction
Logical calculi are usually de.ned by systems of axioms and rules of inference. Nat-
ural problems arising in general study of logical calculi, for example, the problem of
equivalence or the problem of determining for an arbitrary calculus whether it is con-
sistent or not, are, in general, undecidable. When we restrict ourselves by considering
particular families of calculi, for instance, propositional calculi extending intuitionistic
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or some modal logic, many important properties of calculi appear to be decidable (see
a survey in [1]). When the rules of inference are .xed, for any given .nite system
of additional axioms, one can eEectively decide the consistency problem for normal
modal calculi, tabularity and interpolation problems for extensions of the intuitionistic
logic or of the modal system S4 and some other problems. Sets of new postulates
must necessarily be .nite because of Kuznetsov’s statement: No non-trivial property
of logics is decidable under recursive axiomatization (see [1]).
Complexity of provability and satis.ability problems in non-classical logics, for in-
stance, in intuitionistic logic, various systems of modal logic, temporal and dynamic
logics was investigated in many papers (see, for instance, [2,3,8,16,18]). Ladner [8]
proved that the provability problem is PSPACE-complete for propositional modal log-
ics K, T and S4 and coNP-complete for S5. Statman [18] proved that the problem of
determining if an arbitrary implicational formula is intuitionistically valid is PSPACE-
complete. We consider the problem of recognizing some important properties of propo-
sitional calculi and .nd complexity bounds for positive and positively axiomatizable
calculi.
Let a propositional calculus L0 be given. We consider arbitrary extensions of L0 by
adding .nitely many new axiom schemes. We say that a property P of logical calculi
is decidable over L0 if there is an algorithm which for any .nite system Ax of axiom
schemes decides whether the system L0+Ax has the property P or not.
We take as L0 some standard calculus for intuitionistic propositional logic Int or its
positive fragment Int+ containing the cut rule or modus ponens among its postulates.
The language of positive logics contains &; ∨; → and  as primitive, the language of
Int has an additional constant ⊥. As usual, ¬AA→⊥. If A and B are two formulas,
we denote by A∨′ B a disjunction A∨B′, where B′ is a result of renaming variables
of B such that A and B′ have no variables in common. The size |A| of a formula A is
the number of occurrences of variables and logical symbols in A.
Each calculus determines its logic, i.e. the set of its theorems. Two calculi are
equivalent if they determine the same logic. We consider the families E(Int) of all
superintuitionistic logics and E(Int+) of extensions of the positive fragment Int+ of
the intuitionistic logic. A superintuitionistic logic is a set of formulas containing the
set Int of all intuitionistically valid formulas and closed under substitution and modus
ponens. A positive logic is a set of positive formulas containing Int+ and closed under
the same rules. A positive logic is determined by some set of axiom schemes added to
Int+. Also we take into consideration the family E(J) of all extensions of the minimal
logic J [4]. This logic is determined by the same axiom schemes and the inference
rules as the logic Int+ but the language of J coincides with that of Int. It is evident
that E(Int)⊆E(J). It is clear that one can replace a .nite set of axiom schemes with
their conjunction. We denote by L + A the extension of a logic L by an extra axiom
scheme A. In particular,
Int = J + (⊥ → p); Int+ = J+;
Cl = Int + (p ∨ ¬p); Cl+ = Int+ + (p ∨ (p→ q));
LC = Int + (p→ q) ∨ (q→ p); LC+ = Int+ + (p→ q) ∨ (q→ p);
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For = Int +⊥; For+ = Int+ + p;
KC = Int + (¬p ∨ ¬¬p):
A logic L is consistent if it is diEerent from the set of all formulas in the language of
L. A logic is called tabular if it can be characterized by .nitely many .nite models;
and pretabular if it is maximal among non-tabular logics. A logic L is called locally
tabular if for any .nite set P of propositional variables there exist only .nitely many
formulas of variables in P non-equivalent in L. All tabular logics are locally tabular.
A logic L is said to have Craig’s interpolation property (CIP), if for every formula
(A→B)∈L there exists a formula C such that (i) both A→ C and C → B belong to
L, and (ii) every variable of C occurs in both A and B. A logic L is said to have the
projective Beth property (PBP), if L	A(P;Q; X )&A(P;Q′; Y )→ (X ↔Y ) implies that
there exists a formula C(P) such that L	A(P;Q; X )→ (X ↔C(P)), where P;Q;Q′ are
disjoint lists of variables not containing variables X and Y ; the Beth property BP is a
special case of PBP, when Q and Q′ are empty.
It follows from [6] that all logics E(Int+) and E(J) possess the Beth property BP.
One can derive PBP from CIP in all these logics.
Let L be Int+; Int or J. By the tabularity (pretabularity, etc.) problem over L we
mean the problem of determining for arbitrary A, whether L+A is tabular (pretabular,
etc.), and consider its complexity with respect to the size of A over the intuitionistic
logic Int and over the positive logic Int+.
In [14] we proved that (i) the tabularity problems over both Int and S4 are NP-
complete, (ii) the pretabularity problems over both Int and S4 are in p2 and NP-hard,
and coNP-hard, and (iii) the local tabularity problem over S4 is NP-complete. We
also stated that the interpolation problem over Int is PSPACE-complete, and the same
problem over S4 is in coNEXP and PSPACE-hard.
In Sections 4 and 5, we prove analogous results for logics without negation. More-
over, we state that pretabularity problems over both Int and Int+ are DP-hard, and
.nd DP-complete problems over Int or Int+. In addition, in Section 5 we consider
the projective Beth property and prove that both CIP and PBP problems over Int+
are PSPACE-complete. In order to prove these results, we bring out an exhaustive de-
scription of positive extensions of Int+ with PBP or CIP [13]. In Section 6, we study
positively axiomatizable extensions of J and Int and also bring out complexity bounds
for PBP problem over Int.
2. Some polynomial reductions
In our research, we consider some properties of calculi invariant with respect to their
equivalence, so the problem of equivalence between calculi is of great importance.
In general, the equivalence problem is undecidable. When we restrict ourselves to
considering particular families of logics, for instance, superintuitionistic logics then the
problem of equivalence to a particular logic L may be undecidable too. On the other
hand, this problem is decidable over Int if we take, for instance, one of the logics Cl,
KC or LC as L.
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For arbitrary .xed L1 in E(Int) we consider two inclusions Int + A⊆L1 and Int +
A⊇L1. The former inclusion is the same as provability of A in L1, and the latter is
the same as provability of extra axioms of L1 in Int + A. It is clear that for any logic
L1 in E(Int), Int +A is equivalent to L1 if and only if both inclusions Int +A⊆L1 and
Int + A⊇L1 hold. On the other hand, we have
Proposition 2.1. Let L0 be in E(J) or in E(Int+); L1 a 8nitely axiomatizable extension
of L0. Then each of inclusion problems L0 + A⊆L1 and L0 + A⊇L1 is polynomially
reducible to equivalence to L1 over L0.
Proof. Take, for determiness, L0 = Int. Then A is provable in L1 = Int + B iE Int +
(A&B) is equivalent to L1, so provability problem of L1 is polynomially reducible to
equivalence to L1 over Int. Further, for arbitrary A we have
Int + A ⊇ L1 iE Int + (B ∨′ A) is equivalent to L1:
We say that a logic L has the Hallden Property HP if for any formulas A and B
without common variables, L	A∨B implies L	A or L	B.
Proposition 2.2. Let L0 be in E(J) or in E(Int+); S a family of extensions of L0
containing some 8nitely axiomatizable L1 =L0 + A satisfying the conditions:
(1) (∃L′⊃L1)(∀L)((L1⊆L⊆L′ and L∈ S)⇒L=L1),
(2) L1 has the Hallden property.
Then the problem of L1-provability is polynomially reducible to the problem of mem-
bership in S over L0.
Proof. Assume L1 =L0 + A; A′ any formula in L′ − L1; B an arbitrary formula. Then
we have L1 	B iE (L0 + A&(A′ ∨′ B))∈ S.
By the well-known Glivenko theorem, for each formula ’:
Cl 	 ’⇔ Int 	 ¬¬’; Cl 	 ’⇒ Int + ¬¬’ = Int;
Cl 0 ’⇒ Int + ¬¬’ = For:
Also we can reduce Cl to Int+.
Proposition 2.3. Let ’ be a formula built from variables p1; : : : ; pn and their nega-
tions with help of & and ∨, and q is di<erent from p1; : : : ; pn. Denote
g(’) ∧ (pi ∨ (pi ↔ q))→ ’∗;
where ’∗ is the result of replacing all occurrences of ¬pi by pi→ q. Then
Cl 	 ’⇔ Int+ 	 g(’);
Cl 	 ’⇒ Int+ + g(’) = Int+; Cl 0 ’⇒ Int+ + g(’) = For+:
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Proof. Assume Cl	’. The formula ’ can be transformed into a conjuctive normal
form  1 & · · ·&  k by using associativity, commutativity and distributivity of conjunc-
tion and disjunction. Since this transformation preserves the equivalence in Int+, we
have
Int+ 	 ’∗ ↔  ∗1 & · · ·&  ∗k :
As ’ is a two-valued tautology, each of  j contains both pi and ¬pi for some i.
Therefore,
Int+ 	 ∧ (pi ∨ (pi ↔ q))→  ∗j
for all j. It follows
Int+ 	 ∧ (pi ∨ (pi ↔ q))→ ’∗;
i.e. Int+ 	 g(’) and Int++g(’)= Int+.
Now assume Cl 0’. Then there exists a valuation v of variables in the two-element
Boolean algebra {0; 1} such that v(’)= 0. Take a substitution S de.ned as follows:
S(pi)= if v(pi)= 1, and S(pi)= q otherwise. Then the premise of the formula
S(g(’)) is provable in Int+, so we conclude
Int+ + g(’) 	 S(’∗): (1)
Let  be an arbitrary formula built from variables p1; : : : ; pn and their negations
with help of & and ∨. One can prove by induction on the size of  that
Int+ 	 S( ∗)↔ q; whenever v( ) = 0; and Int+ 	 S( ∗) otherwise:
Therefore, Int+ 	 S(’∗)↔ q. It follows from (1) that Int++g(’)	 q, i.e.,
Int+ + g(’) = For+:
It is clear that Proposition 2.3 remains true if we take Int or J instead of Int+.
3. Lower bounds for complexity
In this section we .nd lower bounds for complexity of some important properties
of logical calculi. One can .nd necessary de.nitions of Complexity Theory in [5,15].
Also one can .nd lists of C-complete problems for known complexity classes C in
[5,15]. Satis.ability problem of the classical propositional logic is a standard example
of NP-complete problem, and validity and non-satis.ability in Cl are typical examples
of coNP-complete problems. The best known example of DP-complete problem is SAT-
UNSAT: given two boolean formulas ’ and  , to determine whether it is true that ’
is satis.able and  is not [15].
Let C be a complexity class. A decision problem of X is C-hard if any set Y in C
is polynomially reducible to X . The problem is C-complete if it is in C and C-hard.
To prove that a decision problem of X is C-hard, it is suLcient to show that some
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C-hard problem is polynomially reducible to X . To prove that X is in C, it is suLcient
to reduce X by a polynomial to some C-complete problem.
Each of the complexity classes NP, coNP, p2 , PSPACE, EXP, NEXP, and coNEXP is
closed under .nite joins and meets of sets, and p2 contains all boolean combinations of
sets in NP. In addition, the classes P, p2 and PSPACE are closed under complements.
It is known that consistency of L over Int or over Int+ is equivalent to the validity
of all axioms of L in Cl. It immediately implies
Proposition 3.1. Consistency problems over both Int and Int+ are coNP-complete.
Now we .nd some lower bounds for complexity. In this section, we formulate our
statements for positive logics but all of them remain valid if we take Int or J instead
of Int+.
Theorem 1. Let P be a property of logics non-trivial on the class of 8nitely axiom-
atizable positive logics. Then the problem of determining for arbitrary formula A
whether Int++A has the property P is NP-hard or coNP-hard.
Theorem 1 immediately follows from
Proposition 3.2. Let L0 be in E(Int+); S ⊆E(L0); L1 and L2 two 8nitely axiomatiz-
able extensions of L0 such that L1⊂L2.
(a) If L1 =∈ S and L2 ∈ S then the problem of membership in S over L0 is NP-hard.
(b) If L1 ∈ S and L2 =∈ S then the problem of membership in S over L0 is coNP-hard.
Proof. Take, for de.niteness, L0 = Int+; L1 = Int++A1; L2 = Int++A2. By Proposi-
tion 2.3 one can prove that for arbitrary boolean formula ’
Cl 	 ’⇒ Int+ + (A1 & (A2 ∨′ g(’))) = L1;
Cl 0 ’⇒ Int+ + (A1 & (A2 ∨′ g(’))) = L2:
Theorem 2. Let L0 be in E(Int+); S ⊆E(L0). If there exist 8nitely axiomatizable
extensions L; L′ and L′′ of L0 such that L′⊂L⊂L′′; L∈ S and L′; L′′ =∈ S then the
problem of membership in S over L0 is DP-hard.
Proof. Assume L0 = Int+; L= Int++A; L′ = Int++A′; L′′ = Int++A′′. For each pair
’;  of boolean formulas we de.ne
f(’;  ) = A′ &(A′′ ∨′ g(’) ∨′ (A& g( )));
where g was de.ned in Proposition 2.3. One can prove by this proposition that
(Cl 0 ’ and Cl 	  )⇒ Int+ + f(’;  ) = L;
(Cl 0 ’ and Cl 0  )⇒ Int+ + f(’;  ) = L′′;
Cl 	 ’⇒ Int+ + f(’;  ) = L′:
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Therefore, we have
(Cl 0 ’ and Cl 	  ) if and only if (Int+ + f(’;  )) ∈ S:
The proof for extensions of Int is analogous. We only re-de.ne
f(’;  ) = A′ &(A′′ ∨′ ¬¬’ ∨′ (A&¬¬ )):
Theorem 3. Let L0 be in E(Int+); L any 8nitely axiomatizable extension of L0.
(a) If L is consistent then the problem of provability in L is coNP-hard and the
problem of non-provability NP-hard.
(b) If L =L0 then the problem of equivalence to L over L0 is NP-hard.
(c) If L is consistent then the problem of equivalence to L over L0 is coNP-hard.
(d) If L =L0 and L is consistent then the problem of equivalence to L over L0 is
DP-hard.
Proof. (a) It follows from Proposition 2.3 that Cl	’ iE L	 g(’).
(b) and (c) follow from Proposition 3.2 by S = {L}.
(d) In Theorem 2 we take S = {L}, L′ =L0, L′′ =For.
4. Tabular and pretabular calculi
It was stated in [14] that the tabularity problem over Int is NP-complete, and also
bounds of complexity for pretabularity problem over Int were found. Here we prove
NP-completeness of the tabularity problem over Int+ and DP-hardness of pretabularity
problems over both Int and Int+. Moreover, the problem of equivalence to L (over both
Int and Int+) is DP-complete for any .xed pretabular or consistent tabular logic L.
For calculation of complexity of tabularity and pretabularity problems we need some
computational characteristics of particular logics and their models. Although there exist
logics in E(Int) and E(Int+) which are not Kripke-complete, our main results can be
proved in terms of Kripke models. We remind some de.nitions.
An intuitionistic Kripke model M=(W;6; |=) is a set W partially ordered by 6,
where truth-relation |= satis.es the monotonicity condition:
(x |= p and x 6 y)⇒ y |= p for each variable p and; moreover;
x |= ; x |= ⊥;
x |= A→ B iE ∀y(x 6 y ⇒ (y |= A⇒ y |= B));
x |= (A&B) and x |= (A ∨ B) are de.ned as usual:
We get a de.nition of model for positive logic Int+ by deleting ⊥.
If M=(W;6; |=) is a model, a formula A is called true in M if x |=A for all
x∈W ; A is satis8able in M if x |=A for some x∈W ; A is refutable in M if x |=A
for some x∈W . A formula A is valid in a frame W=(W;6), and W validates A if
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A is true in any model M=(W;6; |=) based on W; A is refutable in W if it is not
valid in W. We bring out a well known
Lemma 4.1. For each 8nite frame W, refutability in W is NP-complete and validity
in W is coNP-complete.
If L is a logic, a frame W is called an L-frame if all formulas provable in L are
valid in W. We say that a formula A is L-valid if A is valid in all L-frames; A is
L-refutable if A is not L-valid.
A logic L is called Kripke-complete if provability in L is equivalent to L-validity.
A logic L is said to have 8nite model property (FMP) if provability in L is equiv-
alent to validity in all .nite L-frames. A logic L is polynomially (or exponentially)
approximable if any formula A non-provable in L is refutable in some L-frame whose
cardinality is a polynomial (resp. exponential) function of the size of A.
In our calculation we use a lemma whose proof is in fact given in Proposition 3.1
of [3]:
Lemma 4.2 (Halpern and Moses [3]). Given a model M and a formula A, there is an
algorithm for calculating the value of A in M that runs in time O(‖M‖×|A|), where
‖M‖ is the sum of the number of elements in the frame and the number of pairs
in R.
It is known that any property of frames expressible in .rst-order language with one
binary relation is recognizable on a .nite frame in polynomial time w.r.t. the size of
the frame [15, Theorem 5.1]. By Lemma 4.2 we get
Lemma 4.3. If a logic L in E(Int+) or in E(Int) is polynomially (or exponentially)
approximable by a class of frames de8nable by 8nitely many 8rst-order formulas
then L-refutability problem is in NP (resp. in NEXP) and L-provability problem is
coNP (resp. in coNEXP).
By Theorem 3(a) we conclude
Lemma 4.4. If a logic L in E(Int) or in E(Int+) is polynomially approximable by
a class of frames de8nable by 8nitely many 8rst-order formulas then L-refutability
problem is NP-complete and L-provability problem is coNP-complete.
Let us de.ne the following sequences of frames for n¿1:
Sn is the set {1; : : : ; n} with the natural ordering relation;
Un+1 is the set {0; 1; : : : ; n+ 1}; where 0 ¡ x ¡ (n+ 1) for x ∈ {1; : : : ; n};
Vn is the subframe of Un+1 obtained by deleting (n+ 1);
V ′n = Vn ∪ {a}; where a ¡ 0 ¡ x for all x ∈ {1; : : : ; n}:
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In order to .nd the complexity of tabularity and pretabularity problems, we re-
call [9] that there are exactly three pretabular extensions of Int, namely, the logics
LC; LP2 = Int + (p∨ (p→ q∨¬ q)); LQ3 =KC + (r ∨ (r→ (p∨ (p→ q∨¬ q))).
The logic LC is characterized by all frames Sn; n¿1; LP2 by the frames Vn; n¿1;
LQ3 by the frames Un; n¿2.
The logic Int+ has exactly two pretabular extensions, namely, LC+ and LP+2 which
can be characterized by the same frames as LC and LP2, respectively, [19].
One can show that all pretabular superintuitionistic and positive logics are linearly
approximable (see Lemma 5.2 below). By Lemma 4.4 we get
Lemma 4.5. For each pretabular logic L in E(Int) or in E(Int+), refutability problem
of L is NP-complete, and validity problem of L is coNP-complete.
Theorem 4. Let L0 be Int or Int+ and L its pretabular or consistent tabular extension.
Then the problem of equivalence to L over L0 is DP-complete.
Proof. We restrict ourselves to pretabular positive logics. Remind that L0+A is equiv-
alent to L if and only if A is valid in L and L0 + A⊇L. The problem of L-validity
is coNP-complete by Lemma 4.5. For the inclusion problem we use the following
well-known criteria:
Int + A ⊇ LC+ iE A is refutable in V2;
Int + A ⊇ LP+2 iE A is refutable in S3:
We see that for every pretabular logic L we only should verify refutability of A in one
.xed .nite frame, so our inclusion problem for L is in NP by Lemma 4.1. Therefore,
the problem of equivalence to L over L0 is in DP, so it is DP-complete by Theorem
3(d).
Now we are in a position to prove
Theorem 5. (i) The tabularity problem over Int+ is NP-complete.
(ii) The pretabularity problems over both Int and Int+ are in p2 , and DP-hard.
Proof. (i) It was proved by Kuznetsov [7] that a logic is tabular if and only if it is
not contained in L for each pretabular logic L. So a logic Int++A is tabular if and
only if A is refutable in each of LC+ and LP+2 . Thus the tabularity problem over Int
+
is in NP by Lemma 4.5. On the other hand, this problem is NP-hard by Proposition
3.2(a) (one can take L1 = Int+ and L2 =For+).
(ii) The pretabularity problem over Int+ is the problem of membership in the set
{LC+; LP+2 } which is in p2 by Theorem 4. Actually, this problem is in BH, the Boolean
hierarchy [5]. On the other hand, it is DP-hard by Theorem 2. The proof for Int is
analogous.
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5. Interpolation and projective Beth property in positive calculi
In this section we prove PSPACE-completeness of the interpolation and PBP prob-
lems over Int+. PSPACE-completeness of CIP over Int was stated in [14]. Decidability
of PBP over Int was proved in [12].
In [10] we found all logics with CIP in E(Int+). All positive logics with PBP are
described in [13].
Proposition 5.1 (Maksimova [13]). There exist exactly seven positive logics with PBP
in E(Int+). They are (1) Int+, and its extensions by axiom schemes (2) (p→ q)∨
(q→p); (3) p∨ (p→ q); (4) p; (5) r ∨ (r→ (p→ q)∨ (q→p)); (6) r ∨ (r→p∨
(p→ q)); (7) p∨ (p→ q)∨ (q→ r). Logics (1)–(4) possess CIP and others do not
possess CIP.
It is well known that the logic LC+ = Int++(2) is characterized by all .nite chains,
and Cl+ = Int++(3) by the one-element frame; Int+ + (4)=For+ is inconsistent, so it
has no Kripke model. One can show that Int+ +(5) is determined by frames satisfying
the condition
(x ¡ y 6 u and x ¡ y 6 v)⇒ (u6 v or v6 u);
in addition, Int+ + (6) is characterized by frames whose chains contain not more than
two elements, and Int+ + (7) by a two-element chain.
Further, all logics (2)–(7) are locally tabular, and (3), (4) and (7) are tabular; (2)
and (6) are all pretabular logics in E(Int+).
It is known [18] that the provability problem is PSPACE-complete for Int+. We prove
coNP-completeness of the provability problem for other consistent positive logics with
PBP. First we state
Lemma 5.2. The logics Int+ + (2); Int+ + (5) and Int+ + (6) are polynomially ap-
proximable.
Proof. First consider the logic Int+ + (5). As we mentioned already, the logic under
consideration is characterized by Kripke models satisfying the condition
(x ¡ y 6 u and x ¡ y 6 v)⇒ (u6 v or v6 u): (2)
Assume a formula A is not a theorem of this logic, so there exists a model M=
(W;6; |=) satisfying (2) such that a |=A for some a∈W . We construct a .nite model
M′ with the same properties.
For each x∈W we de.ne a set I(x) of subformulas of A of the form B→C such
that x |=B→C and x |=B. It is evident that I(x)⊆ I(y), whenever y6x.
If I(a) is empty, let W ′ = {a} and take a submodel M′ =(W ′;6; |=) of M. Oth-
erwise, I(a)= {Bi→Ci | 16i6n} for some n. For each i there is bi ∈W such that
a6bi; bi |=Bi and bi |=Ci. Then I(bi)⊂ I(a) and (Bi→Ci) =∈ I(bi), so a¡bi. Further,
for each i and for every formula Bj→Cj in I(bi) there exists bij¿bi such that bij |=Bj
and bij |=Cj. By (2) the set Wi of all bij is linearly ordered.
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De.ne
W ′ = {a} ∪ {bi | 16 i 6 n} ∪
⋃ {Wi | 16 i 6 n};
M′ = (W ′;6; |=′);
where for each x∈W ′ and for every variable p
x |=′ p⇔ x |=p:
By induction on the size of the formula we prove that for any subformula D of A and
for each x∈W ′
x |=′ D ⇔ x |= D: (3)
The only non-trivial induction step is for D of the form B→C. It is evident by
induction hypothesis that x |=B→C implies x |=′ B→C.
Let x |=B→C. Then x |=C. If x |=B then x |=′ B→C by induction hypothesis. As-
sume x |=B. Then B→C is in I(x), B→C is Bj→Cj for some j and x = bj. If x= a
then x6bj, and by induction hypothesis bj |=′ Bj and bj |=′ Cj, so x |=′ B→C. Suppose
x= bi for i = j. Then by induction hypothesis bij |=′ Bj and bij |=′ Cj, so x |=′ B→C.
At last, let x∈Wi for some i6n. Since Bj→Cj ∈ I(x) and bi¡x, we get Bj→Cj ∈
I(bi). So there is bij ∈Wi. Since x |=Bj, bij |=Bj and Wi is linearly ordered, we have
x6bij. Again by induction hypothesis bij |=′ Bj and bij |=′ Cj, so x |=′ B→C.
From (3) we get a |=′ A. Evidently, W ′ satis.es (2). Also we note that the number
of elements of W ′ is not more than 1 + r + r2, where r= |A|.
The proof for the pretabular logics Int+ + (2) and Int+ + (6) is much easier. In fact,
one can choose a submodel containing not more than r + 1 elements.
Proposition 5.3. The provability problem is coNP-complete for any consistent logic
with PBP in E(Int+)− {Int+}.
Proof. The statement is evident for tabular logics (3) and (7) by Lemma 4.1 and for
other logics by Lemmas 4.4 and 5.2.
Proposition 5.4. For each logic L with PBP in E(Int+)−{Int+}, the inclusion problem
Int++A⊇L is NP-complete.
Proof. The following characterization of positive logics with PBP was found in [13]:
for any positive formula A,
Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (2)⇔ V2 |= A;
Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (3)⇔ S2 |= A;
Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (4)⇔ S1 |= A;
Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (5)⇔ V ′2 |= A;
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Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (6)⇔ S3 |= A;
Int+ + A ⊇ Int+ + (7)⇔ (S3 |= A and V2 |= A):
The statement follows immediately from Lemma 4.1.
Taking into account Statman’s result [18], from Theorem 3 and Propositions 5.4 and
5.3 we immediately get
Proposition 5.5. Let L be a logic with PBP in E(Int+). Then the problem of equiv-
alence to L over Int+ is decidable. More exactly, it is
(i) NP-complete for L=For+ = Int++ (4),
(ii) DP-complete for L= Int++(n), where n=2; 3; 5; 6; 7,
(iii) PSPACE-complete for L= Int+.
Theorem 6. (i) Both CIP and PBP problems over Int+ are PSPACE-complete.
(ii) The problem of determining whether Int++A is a tabular logic with CIP (or
PBP) is NP-complete,
(iii) The problem of determining whether Int++A is a pretabular logic with CIP
is DP-complete.
Proof. (i) It follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.5 that both CIP and PBP problems
over Int+ are in PSPACE. On the other hand, Int+ has the Hallden property and no
proper extension of Int+ contained in Int+ +p∨ (p→ q∨ (q→ r ∨ (r→ s))) has PBP.
So we obtain (i) by Proposition 2.2.
(ii) Note that L= Int++A is a tabular logic with CIP iE L⊇Cl+ = Int+ + (3), and
L is a tabular logic with PBP iE L⊇ Int+ + (7). Then we use Proposition 5.4.
(iii) There is only one pretabular logic with CIP in E(Int+), namely, the logic
LC+ = Int+ + (2), and we apply Proposition 5.5.
Remind that all pretabular extensions of Int+ have PBP, so the complexity of deter-
mining whether Int++A is a pretabular logic with PBP is found in Theorem 5(ii).
6. Extensions of the minimal logic
In this section we apply the results obtained above to extensions of the Johansson
minimal logic J. Also we .nd some complexity bounds over Int. Remind that the
language of J contains the constant ⊥ added to the connectives of the positive logic
but J has the same axiom schemes as J+ = Int+.
With any logic L in E(J ) one can associate its positive fragment
L+ = {A |A ∈ For+ and A ∈ L}:
One can easily see that for any set Ax of positive formulas the identity (J + Ax)+ =
J++Ax holds.
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It is well known that Int+ = J+. Moreover, the following statement holds:
Proposition 6.1 (Verhozina [19]). If Ax is a set of positive formulas then
(Int + Ax)+ = Int+ + Ax:
A semantic characterization for the logic J and for a number of its extensions was
found by Segerberg [17].
We apply the results on positive logics to positively axiomatizable extensions of J.
It is known that a logic L∈E(J) is tabular if and only if L	 ∨16i¡j6n(pi↔pj) for
some n. It follows that for each L∈E(J), L is tabular if and only if L+ is tabular. So
for each positive formula A,
J + A is tabular ⇔ J+ + A is tabular
and by Theorem 5(i) we get
Proposition 6.2. The problem of determining for any positive formula A whether J+A
is tabular is NP-complete.
One can show that there is no extension of J both positively axiomatizable and
pretabular, so the pretabularity problem for positively axiomatizable extensions of J is
trivial.
Now turn to the interpolation and PBP problems. First of all we bring out
Proposition 6.3 (Maksimova [13]). Let L be a positive logic in E(J+). If L has PBP
(or CIP) then both J + L and Int + L have PBP (respectively, CIP).
It follows, in particular, that the logic J itself and each of its extensions with one
of the axiom schemes (2)–(7) of Proposition 5.1 has PBP. Also we proved
Theorem 7 (Maksimova [13]). If Ax is a set of positive formulas then the following
are equivalent:
(1) J + Ax has CIP (respectively, PBP),
(2) the positive logic J++Ax has CIP (respectively, PBP).
From this theorem, due to Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 6 we immediately get
Theorem 8. (i) The minimal logic J has exactly seven positively axiomatizable ex-
tensions with the projective Beth property, and four of them have the interpolation
property.
(ii) The problem of determining for any positive formula A whether the calculus
J + A has PBP (or CIP) is PSPACE-complete.
It is clear from Theorem 8(ii) that both PBP and CIP problems over J are PSPACE-
hard.
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Now we bring out the results on extensions of Int. All superintuitionistic logics with
PBP were found in [11]; it appeared that there are exactly 16 logics with PBP in
E(Int). All of them are .nitely axiomatizable and have both .nite model property and
Hallden property. Decidability of PBP over Int was proved in [12]. Exactly eight logics
in E(Int) have CIP [9]. PSPACE-completeness of CIP over Int was stated in [14].
The statement of Theorem 7 becomes false if we replace J by Int. The projective
Beth property and the interpolation property are not preserved by transfer from superin-
tuitionistic logics to their positive fragments. Even there exist superintuitionistic logics
positively axiomatizable over Int which have CIP, but their positive fragments have
neither CIP nor PBP. Such is the logic determined by one .nite frame V2. Nevertheless,
Theorem 8(ii) remains true if we replace J by Int.
Theorem 9. (i) The problem of determining for any positive formula A whether the
calculus Int + A has PBP (or CIP) is PSPACE-complete.
(ii) PBP problem over Int is in coNEXP and PSPACE-hard.
Proof. In order to prove this theorem, we study the problem of equivalence to L
over Int for each of sixteen logics with PBP. Their list contains For, twelve locally
tabular logics (among them all pretabular logics) and also Int, KC and (KC)= Int +
(q∨ (q→ (¬p∨¬¬p))) which are not locally tabular. The logics Int and KC have
CIP, and (KC) does not possess CIP. All proper positively axiomatizable extensions
of Int with PBP are locally tabular.
Then (i) and (ii) follow from Propositions 6.6 and 6.5 below and Proposition 2.2.
Remark. Note that PBP problem over Int is of the same complexity as provability in
(KC)= Int + (q∨ (q→ (¬p∨¬¬p))). One can show that this logic is exponentially
approximable, i.e. any unprovable formula A is refutable by a model of cardinality at
most 22|A|.
Proposition 6.4. For each logic L with PBP in E(Int)− {Int}, the inclusion problem
Int + A⊇L is NP-complete.
Proof. It is shown in [12] that for each of the mentioned logics the inclusion Int+A⊇L
is equivalent to refutability of A in .nitely many .nite frames.
Proposition 6.5. Let L be a consistent logic with PBP in E(Int). Then the problem
of L-provability is
(i) coNP-complete whenever L is locally tabular,
(ii) PSPACE-complete for L∈{Int;KC},
(iii) in coNEXP and PSPACE-hard for L= Int + (q∨ (q→ (¬p∨¬¬p))).
We omit the proof. From Theorem 3 and Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 we immediately
get
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Proposition 6.6. Let L be a logic with PBP in E(Int). Then the problem of equiva-
lence to L over Int is
(i) NP-complete for L=For,
(ii) DP-complete whenever L is consistent and locally tabular,
(iii) PSPACE-complete for L∈{Int; KC},
(iv) in coNEXP and PSPACE-hard for L= Int + (q∨ (q→ (¬p∨¬¬p))).
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